
The Space Usage Problem:An Evaluation Kit forGraph-Reduction SemanticsAdam Bakewell and Colin Runciman�October 2, 2000AbstractWe describe a software tool for specifying operational semanticsas a term-graph reduction system. The semantics are guaranteed tomodel the asymptotic space and time usage of an implementation ac-curately yet are abstract enough to support reasoning at the programlevel.Term graphs make all the aspects of reduction relating to spaceusage explicit as they naturally encode size and address information.The semantics are constrained to be small-step, deterministic rulesand each rewrite step uses bounded resources. The result is a systemsuitable for describing and analysing the space behaviour of functionalprogramming languages.1 IntroductionFunctional programmers often have di�culty in understanding how their pro-grams will be evaluated. Under-speci�cation of languages may mean littlehelp is available. There might only be a guide to the general strategy, e.g.\Haskell is a non-strict, purely functional programming language" or theremight be a detailed, albeit non-deterministic, speci�cation as for Scheme[Cli98]. A reference space semantics would be a useful part of any languagespeci�cation, o�ering programmers an explanation of how their programsare executed and a guide to how much space they need. It would also be�Dept. of Computer Science, University of York, UK.Email: fajb,coling@cs.york.ac.uk1



a reference space model for implementors, though they do not have to im-plement the semantics directly. This would remove some of the uncertaintyabout space usage in functional languages: when there appears to be a spaceleak we can compare reality with the reference model to decide whether theprogram, implementation or language is at fault. It also helps us reason inthe abstract about the behaviour of programs and the e�ect changing themhas on resource usage.Our approach uses term graphs to model space usage in the most obviousway. We restrict semantics to the small-step, structural style. This does nothave to be as low-level as an abstract machine speci�cation, so we can un-derstand evaluation works without learning the details of an implementation.A more abstract big-step natural semantics tends to hide information aboutspace usage.Example 1 (Disadvantages of natural semantics)Consider the usual operational semantics rules, (Lam) and (App), whichde�ne the relation + for call-by-value evaluation of �-calculus terms.(Lam) �x:E + �x:E (App) E + �x:E 00 E 0 + V E 00[V=x] + V 0E E 0 + V 0These rules tell us how to construct a proof tree to �nd the value of aterm. But they do not really tell us how much space we need to do theproof. In (App) the order of premise evaluation is not speci�ed; a variety ofsubstitution methods could be used and various degrees of sharing would �tthe speci�cation. A real implementation would also need continuations or astack; it is not clear how the space for this relates to the semantics. 2This paper describes a tool kit for de�ning and analysing a space seman-tics. The kit takes a description of a language, a graph evaluator (operationalsemantics) and an initial graph, checks various properties of these compo-nents and then evaluates the graph. This paper is an abstract presentationof the techniques used in the kit, rather than a manual, as the kit is primarilya research tool.Section 2 develops a term-graph model for evaluator state which allowssharing and copying to be expressed easily. The measurement of size and alanguage-independent garbage collector are introduced. Section 3 describesthe construction of evaluators using a style which allows the convenience ofsubstitution into sub-terms. This is supported by a basic type system to aidchecking and analysis. The semantics are constrained to be deterministicand we ensure that they only generate valid graphs. Section 4 discussesan analysis that ensures the semantics are a valid model of space and time2



usage by bounding the work at each step to guarantee a space valid model.Other issues relating to reducing the garbage collection overhead and givingthe semantics more control over space usage are considered. Section 5 looksat related work and Section 6 concludes. Throughout the paper proofs aresketched or omitted to save space.2 Term Grammars and Graphs2.1 Term GrammarsA programming language is described by a term grammar G from whichprogram terms are built. Each term belongs to a category in the grammar.We will use the category information later as a simple type-system to aidautomatic checking.De�nition 1 (Term grammar)A term grammar G is a set of syntactic category de�nitions. Each categoryC is a set of function symbol de�nitions. A function symbol F may bindb variables and have n arguments. Each argument of F must belong to aspeci�ed category. Either it must be a term and we write its category inupper-case or it must be a variable (addressing a term of that category, anarc in the graph) and we write its category in lower-case. A bound variablestands for an arc; its category must also be speci�ed. 2Example 2 (Grammar)Category Term notation Shorthand notationX ::= LAM x:X �x:Xj APP X X 0 X X 0j VAR x xWe de�ne the �-calculus as category X. A dot separates the bound vari-ables from the arguments of a function symbol, unless it binds no variableslike APP . The usual shorthand notation is also given, but the term de�ni-tions are important for de�ning properties like size later. 2Terms are constructed from a grammar in the obvious way. Variablesmust have the correct categories at all occurrences and sub-terms must eitherbe variables or terms according to the grammar.C 2 G (F c1 � � � cb:A1 � � �Aa) 2 C � = fxi 7! cigbi=1 [ (�jfx1;:::;xbg)(Ai = c0)) �(Ti) = c0 (Ai = C 0)) G;� ` Ti : C 0G;� ` (F x1 � � �xb:T1 � � �Ta) : C (1)3



More formally, T is a term of category C 2 G, written T : C, if it can beassigned a category by (1). So there must be a mapping � : Var ! G whichincludes all the free variables of T and G;� ` T : C. Any variables boundat a function symbol must be uniquely named but they may have the samename as variables bound elsewhere.Example 3 (Term)The category X term (�x:x x) (�x:x x), written in the shorthand notation,is a simple example of a non-terminating program. It cannot be written in aconventional language with a Milner-style type system but we can investigateits operational behaviour in our weakly typed system. 2De�nition 2 (Free variables, substitution)FV (T ) are the free variables of T . A substitution � : Var ! Var must becategory-preserving: �(x) : C , x : C so that T : C , T� : C.FV (F x1 � � �xb:T1 � � �Ta) = Sai=1 FV (Ti) n fxigbi=1FV (x) = fxg(F x1 � � �xb:T1 � � �Ta)� = (F x1 � � �xb:T1�0 � � �Ta�0) where �0 = �jfx1;:::;xbgx� = �(x); if x 2 dom �; x� = x; otherwise: 22.2 Term GraphsA term graph is a set of addressed nodes, a mapping from variables to terms.A node N = (x 7! T ) in graph G has address x and term T and G(x) = T .Graphs are our model of state | a set of addressed locations of unspeci�edsize | and we will de�ne evaluators as functions on them. To guide an eval-uator, graphs must have roots: a set of variables which address the currentevaluation position. The categories of the roots are speci�ed by G(ROOT ).Example 4 (Grammar with root)G�(ROOT ) = hx; siS ::= ARG x s (written x : s) j FUN x s (written x; s)To evaluate terms built from X using the call-by-value strategy, we de�nethe graph grammar G� = fX;Sg where S de�nes stack terms which are usedto preserve the context while a sub-expression is evaluated. G� graphs havea current expression root and a current stack node root. 2De�nition 3 (Rooted graph)G(ROOT ) = hc1; : : : ; cri9� � fvi 7! cigri=1 � � ^G(x) = T ) G;� [ �jdom G ` T : �(x)� ` Gv1;:::;vr 2 Graph(G) (2)4



The rooted graphs of G, Graph(G) includes any graph whose terms can beconsistently categorised according to the grammar. So there is a mapping� : Var ! G such that (2) holds. The root sequence is written to the right ofa graph and roots must address graph nodes. 2The special constant � may appear anywhere in a term graph where afree variable or root can. It stands for a null arc in the graph. It belongs toevery category and cannot be bound by any term or be used as an address.Example 5 (Rooted Graph)To evaluate the non-terminating term from Example 3 we begin with thegraph fa 7! (�x:x x) (�x:x x)ga;�. It has one node with address a containingthe term, pointed to by the expression root. The stack root is null. 2De�nition 4 (Free variables and well-formed graphs)FV (G) = �, where � is the smallest mapping such that � ` G 2 Graph(G).G 2 Graph(G) is well-formed if FV (G) = ;. 2We extend the de�nitions of free variables to graphs, following the graphliterature [AA95]. Sometimes heap-node addresses are treated as free vari-ables in operational semantics [Ses97]. Both styles have their advantages.Well-formed (closed) graphs are important because the absence of danglingarcs means a graph includes all the (non-constant) space needed by an eval-uation system. Also, an incomplete graph might fail to evaluate properly.2.3 Garbage Collection and Graph SizeOnly nodes on a path from the roots of a graph can ever be used by an evalu-ator. A language-independent garbage collector gc removes any unreachablenodes from a rooted graph. This is limiting in that we cannot yet reasonabout di�erent garbage collection strategies, but there is scope for providinga framework for specifying graph collectors too. If our model is applied tode�ne the asymptotic space usage of a language then we are not excludingimplementations that work in a di�erent way but we expect them to havethe same asymptotic space and time usage for all programs. An example isregions [TT94] where a global analysis eliminates all garbage collection.De�nition 5 (Reachable nodes,Garbage collection)The set reach(G;X) contains node addresses reachable in G starting fromthose in X. All nodes unreachable from the roots are removed by gc.reach(G;X) = �x (�V:X [ V [ FV (GjV ))gc(GV ) = (Gjreach(G;V ))V 25



Proposition 1 (Garbage collection preserves well-formedness)If GV is well-formed and G0V = gc(GV ) then G0V is well-formed.Further, if G00 � G0 then G00V is not well-formed. 2The size of terms and graphs are de�ned in the obvious way; the spaceneeded by G is size(gc(G)). This de�nition is a valid asymptotic measurewhich assumes the graphs are well-formed, the grammar is �nite (so thefunction symbol size is limited) and we have an in�nite set of variableswhich each occupy a unit of space. Node addresses in the graph domaindo not take space, they are like the addresses of computer memory cells. Alanguage-independent size measure is important for making a fair comparisonof di�erent language encodings.De�nition 6 (Term size, graph size)size(x) = 1size(F x1 � � �xb:N1 � � �Na) = 1 + b +Pai=1 size(Ni)size(fxi = Nigni=1) =Pni=1 size(Ni)size(GV ) = size(G) 22.4 Term grammar checkingThe kit takes an input �le containing grammar, evaluator and initial graphde�nitions. First it checks that the grammar is valid and then that the graphis a well-formed graph according to the grammar. The validated versions aredisplayed using formatting strings supplied in the input �le, we give one forLatex documentation a second for ASCII display. The de�nition of S inExample 4 was generated from the lines below. When a term is displayed,the strings #1 and #2 are replaced by the corresponding sub-term.S ::= ARG x s "#1 : #2" "Arg #1 #2"| FUN x s "#1 ; #2" "Fun #1 #2"Checking a grammar is valid | that it has no free category names andthat categories and functions are uniquely named | is very similar to check-ing a graph is well-formed. Hence we convert the grammar to a graph whichhas a node for each category and each function symbol. A node's addressis the category or function name; its term is a list of the functions in thecategory or the categories that parametrise the function. For G� this givesus GG�.GG� = 8>><>>: ROOT 7! [X;S];S 7! [ARG ;FUN ]; X 7! [LAM ;APP ;VAR];ARG 7! [X;S];FUN 7! [X;S];LAM 7! [X;X];APP 7! [X;X];VAR 7! [X] 9>>=>>;ROOT6



Garbage collecting these grammar graphs is another useful check; we havediscovered redundant categories (indicating a mistake in the input) this way.3 Term-graph Evaluation3.1 PatternsEvaluators are de�ned as sets of rewrite rules, where each rule is a pair ofpatterns. Patterns are graph contexts: they are built from graph grammarsextended with labelled holes. The rules for checking patterns are more com-plicated than the term rule because of the di�ering constraints on left andright patterns and the presence of holes.Finding the category of a hole means we must introduce a category vari-able � into our type system. A hole environment H records the categoryof each occurrence of each hole. When two sub-term environments are com-bined at a term, the categories of the same hole must have a greatest commoninstance in the ordering C @ � where � is a category variable and C is anycategory | they must unify as in normal type checking. The operator � de-�ned by (3) combines two hole environments in this way. Hole environmentsalso record �, the set of variables bound in the term pattern around the hole,and �, the optional substitution, for checking later.H �H 0 = Hjdom H0+H 0jdom H + � x 7! (c u c0; �; �);x 7! (c u c0; � 0; �0) ���� H(x) = (c; �; �)^H 0(x) = (c0; � 0; �0) �F � F 0 = F + F 0 where F (x) = (C; �) ^ F 0(x) = (C 0; � 0)) C = C 0B �B0 = B +B0 where B(x) = C ^B0(x) = C 0 ) C = C 0 (3)Pattern checking also records the categories of bound and free variablesin environments B and F . Surrounding bound variable information is alsoheld in F . An analogous � function combines these environments though nouni�cation is needed. For convenience we de�ne Ln1 Si = S1 � � � � � Sn.De�nition 7 (Term Pattern)Patterns are checked by judgements of the form G; � ` pat P : C;B; F;Hwhich says P is a term pattern in the context of grammar G and a set ofvariables � bound in the surrounding pattern. P matches terms of categoryC. B;F and H are bound, free and hole variable environments; the sequencesmapping variables and holes to their categories and other details. Bound, freeand hole variables must be distinctly named. By convention we write variablesin lower-case and holes in upper-case to match the grammar de�nition style.7



A hole (4) is a pattern which matches any term. Its category is a variable�, recorded along with � and substitution � which will be applied to a termmatching H. G; � ` pat H� : �; hi; hi; hH 7! (�; �; �)i (4)A constructed pattern (5) of category C binds the appropriate number ofdistinctly-named variables. If the ith argument of F must be a variable thenpattern Pi must be a variable, it is recorded in the sequence Fi. If it must bea term then Pi must be a pattern of the appropriate category; this is checkedin the context of the new bound variables �.C 2 G ^ (F c1 � � � cb:A1 � � �Aa) 2 C� = hxi 7! ciibi=1 dom � \ dom � = ;(Ai = c0)) Pi = x ^ Fi = hx 7! (C 0; � +�)i ^ Bi = Hi = hi(Ai = C 0)) G; � +� ` Pi : C 0; Bi; Fi; HiG; � ` pat(F x1 � � �xb:P1 � � �Pa) : C;��La1Bi;La1Fi;La1Hi (5)2Example 6 (Term pattern)�y:B is a term pattern where y matches a variable and B is a hole matchingany term, which may include occurrences of the variable matching y. B[x=y]is simply a hole; it matches a term in which all occurrences of the variablematching y are replaced by the variable matching x. 2Now we can de�ne the left and right patterns that comprise a rule. Leftpatterns must be fully connected and linear in all the holes and variables intheir terms to ensure that pattern matching takes bounded time. Non-linearpatterns would actually be workable in our framework without completelylosing the time bound but they are an unnecessary complication. Uncon-nected patterns are useful in proof systems but they would make matchingtime depend on graph size. A right pattern is constrained by its left patternde�nition; it must not free any previously bound variable which is why holesoften need substitutions. It does not need the linearity constraints of a leftpattern | copying and sharing are common in rewrite steps.De�nition 8 (Left and right patterns)L = (fxi 7! Pigni=1)r1;:::;rm is a pattern with environments B;F;H if:G; ; ` Pi : C 0i; Bi; Fi; Hi: Each Pi is a term pattern.B =Ln1 Bi; H =Ln1 Hi: Variable and hole environments combine.F = hri 7! (ci; ;)imi=1 �Ln1 Fi where G(ROOT ) = hc1; : : : ; cmi:F (xi) = (C; �)) C v C 0i: Pattern and address categories match.8



Pattern L with environments B;F;H is a left pattern, L 2 LhsPat(G) if:L = gc(L): L must be fully connected.H(x) = (C; �; �)) � = ;: No hole has a substitution.j(B + F +H)jfxgj � 1: L is linear in all variables and holes.R is a right pattern of L, R 2 RhsPat(G; L) if:R is a pattern with environments B0; F 0; H 0, L has environments B;F;H.B0(x) = C ) B(x) = C no new variables are bound in R.F 0(x) = (C; � 0)) x 2 dom R n dom L Either x is allocated by R_F (x) = (C; �) ^ � 0 � �: or x occured in L.dom R � dom L: No nodes are deallocated by R.H 0(h) = (C 0; � 0; �)) H 0(h) = (C; �; ;) ^ C v C 0:Holes retain their categoryand � maps variables in � n � 0 (those freed in R) to variables in F or F 0 ofthe same category which cannot themselves be freed in the context of � 0. 2Example 7 (Left and right patterns)L = fa 7! �x:E; f 7! �y:B; s 7! f ; tga;s 2 LhsPat(G�). All nodes in L arereachable from the roots a and s. E and B are holes and a term matchingB could contain the variable y.R = fa 7! �x:E; f 7! B[a=y]; s 7! f ; tgf;t 2 RhsPat(G�; L). Nodes s and aare unchanged and f contains B with a substitution to replace the boundvariable y with a (the address of a category X node).Together the patterns make a rule which applies the function value at f ,pointed to by the stack node s, to the argument value at a. The argument isshared amongst all occurrences because only its address is substituted. Therule leaves the expression root pointing at the specialised function body andthe stack root pointing at the next node in the stack chain. Normally thegarbage collector will remove s. 2The de�nitions of free variables and size extend to patterns accordingto the rules FV (h�) = ; and size(h�) = 0. Analogous to FV , Holes(P )gives the sequence of holes occuring in pattern P | the domain of the Henvironment of P . A pattern is mapped to a graph by match, a specialsubstitution which replaces all variables and holes.De�nition 9 (Pattern matching)Let  be a substitution, � be a mapping � : Hole ! Term(G) and P be apattern. Then match produces a graph by applying  to all the variables inP and � to the holes. If a hole has a substitution vector �, it is mapped to asubstitution by  and applied to the �lled hole.9



match  � x =  (x)match  � (H[xi=yi]ni=1) = [ (xi)= (yi)]ni=1(�(H))match  � (F x1 � � �xb:P1 � � �Pa) = F  (x1) � � � (xb):(match  � P1) � � � (match  � Pa)match  � fai 7! Pigni=1 = f (ai) 7! match  � Pigni=1match  � Gv1;:::;vn = (match  � G) (v1);:::; (vn) 2Note that match is a kind of graph isomorphism (a homomorphism isusual in graph rewriting). The pattern fx 7! VAR y; y 7! Tgx;z does notmatch the graph fa 7! VAR aga;�. The mappings  = fa=x; a=y; �=zg and� = fVAR a=Tg could give a match under a di�erent de�nition but then aright pattern might try to update the same node with two di�erent terms.Proposition 2 (Pattern matching gives valid graphs)L 2 LhsPat(G) ^match  � L = G) 9� � � ` G 2 Graph(G).Further, R 2 RhsPat(G; L) ^match  � R = G0 ) � ` G0 2 Graph(G). 2Example 8 (Pattern matching)Let  = [a=a; x=x; c=f; x=y; b=s; �=t] and � = [(x x)=E; (x x)=B].Using L and R from Example 7:match  � L = fa = �x:(x x); c = �x:(x x); b = c; �ga;bmatch  � R = fa = c c; c = �x:(x x); b = c; �ga;� 23.2 EvaluatorsDe�nition 10 (Evaluator)An evaluator A is a �nite set of graph rewrite rules fLi �! Rigni=1 whereLi 2 LhsPat(G) and Ri 2 RhsPat(G; Li). 2Example 9 (G� evaluator)� is a simple call-by-value evaluator for G� graphs de�ned by the rules below.fa 7! F Xga;s �! fa 7! F; b 7! X; t 7! b : sga;t (App1 )fa 7! �x:E; s 7! y : tga;s �! fa 7! �x:E; s 7! a; tgy;s (App2 )� a 7! �x:E;f 7! �y:B; s 7! f ; t �a;s �! � a 7! �x:E;f 7! B[a=y]; s 7! f ; t �f;t (App3 )fa 7! x; x 7! Ega;s �! fa 7! E; x 7! Ega;s (Var)(App1) begins evaluating an application by pointing the expression root tothe function part F and saving the argument part X in a new node b pointedto by new stack node s. When F reaches a �-value, the argument part isevaluated and the stack node changed to point at the function by (App2).10



When the argument also reaches a value, (App3) the rule from Example 7specialises and then evaluates the function body. Whenever parameter y isneeded it is copied by (Var). We do not give a formal argument for correctnessbut this is a fairly standard small-step interpretation of the rules in Example1. Unlike those natural semantics, our rules specify the order in which thefunction and argument are evaluated (an arbitrary choice); (Var) makes itclear that there is no sharing under a lambda; the stack is explicit and easilymeasured by counting S-nodes. 2An evaluator de�nes an evaluation relation. Each step updates a rootedsub-graph; it is followed by a garbage collection to ensure the graph remainsa true reection of space usage. Juxtaposition denotes disjoint union forappending graphs and G � H means G and H are identical.De�nition 11 (Evaluation, redex)The evaluation relation �!A de�ned by A is:�!A= �(GG0; gc(GG00)) ���� (L �! R) 2 A ^ 9 ; � s:t:G0 � match  � L ^G00 � match � R �Any graph G 2 dom(�!A) is an A-redex. 2We know each rule generates valid sub-graphs. It also never changes thecategory of a node, never introduces new free variables and never removesnodes so evaluation preserves well-formedness.Proposition 3 (Preservation of well-formedness)If G is well-formed and G �! H then H is well-formed. 2By Proposition 4 the work at each step (ignoring the garbage collection)is bounded. Unfortunately, updating holes makes the work depend on nodesize, which can grow. We return to this in Section 4.1.Proposition 4 (Complexity of a Rewrite Step)If A = fLi �! Rigni=1 then G �!A H is O(t� a� f � �ni=1(size(LiRi))).where t is the maximum term size in G, a is the size of an address (which weassume is constant) and f is the size of a function symbol. Thus we cannotreduce the workload simply by increasing the size of the grammar. 2We currently have no notion of initial or �nal states. A graph G =2dom(�!A) could be a value (a �nal state) or an error state. In either casewe write G 6�!A. A divergent graph has no value. It could evaluate to anerror state (a detectably divergent graph) or fail to terminate.11



3.3 DeterminismWe are primarily interested in modelling the space behaviour of sequentialfunctional languages. Non-deterministic semantics are useful for some appli-cations such as parallel evaluation, but we insist on determinism, requiringthatG �!A G0 ^ G �!A G00 ) G0 � G00. This implies conuence and meansthat space and time usage do not depend on which rule is applied.The question of how to decide which rule should be applied remains. Wecould use a prioritised model where the �rst rule to match a graph is applied.But then rule order becomes signi�cant. The implementator's solution is touse the graph structure at the root to determine which rule to apply. In graphrewriting a similar idea, orthogonality [EEKR99], guarantees conuence. Wealready have left-linear rules so if an evaluator is non-overlapping only onerule can be applied. A relevant aside here is that our framework is less proneto the non-conuence problems of general graph rewriting because we haveexplicit addressing. The term-graph rewriting system F (x) �! G(x; x) andF (A) �! G(A;A) is not conuent because the �rst rule shares the argumentx whereas the second duplicates the argument term [EEKR99]. In our systemthe equivalent rules would not overlap because x is an address and A is aterm. If x is a hole then both rules cause duplication.De�nition 12 (Non-overlapping evaluator)An evaluator is non-overlapping if no left pattern does overlaps with anyother left pattern. L and M overlap if they can match the same graph, thatis if 9G;G0;  ; �; �; � �G(match  � L) � G0(match � � M). 23.4 Evaluator checking and graph evaluationThe kit accepts an operational semantics de�nition in its input and checksthat each rule preserves well-formedness according to the rules in this section.The line below is the kit input de�ning (App1 ). After processing the rulesare displayed according to the formatting strings given with the grammar,producing the de�nitions in Example 9 for � . The checking can infer whethera symbol is a variable, hole or function so there is no need for any specialnotation. Both f and x below are identi�ed as holes.{a = APP f x}a,s -> {a = f, b = x, t = ARG b s}a,t "App1"After checking, the speci�ed graph is evaluated. For the graph fromExample 5 the trace shown below is produced. We have only made a fewcosmetic changes to the trace | removing brackets, changing node order a12



little and adding � to the arrows. As this is a non-terminating example thelast 5 steps repeat inde�nitely, only the names of the allocated nodes change:b and c after 2 steps are equivalent to d and e after 7 steps in the trace. Theexample will run in bounded space.fa 7! (�x:(x x)) (�x:(x x))ga;��!� fa 7! �x:(x x); b 7! �x:(x x); c 7! b : �ga;c (App1 )�!� fa 7! �x:(x x); b 7! �x:(x x); c 7! a; �gb;c (App2 )�!� fa 7! b b; b 7! �x:(x x)ga;� (App3 )�!� fa 7! b; b 7! �x:(x x); d 7! b; e 7! d : �ga;e (App1 )�!� fa 7! �x:(x x); b 7! �x:(x x); d 7! b; e 7! d : �ga;e (Var)�!� fa 7! �x:(x x); b 7! �x:(x x); d 7! b; e 7! a; �gd;e (App2 )�!� fa 7! �x:(x x); d 7! �x:(x x); e 7! a; �gd;e (Var)4 Space Usage4.1 Space-Valid EvaluatorsWe want evaluators to provide a direct, simple model of space and time usage.We will use the following functions. The space needed to evaluate a graphis the number of nodes in the largest graph encountered during evaluation.The time of an evaluation is the number of steps.De�nition 13 (Evaluation space and time)space(G; A ) = maxf#G0jG �!�A G0gtime(G; A) = t; whereG �!tA G0 ^G0 6�!A 2For space, the problem is that an evaluator can cause nodes to grow. Fortime, copying and substituting into the terms that match holes is problematicsince nodes can grow, so there is no bound on the work at each step. Bothmeasures become valid if evaluation does not cause graph nodes to growwithout limit. Such an evaluator is space valid.De�nition 14 (Space Valid Evaluator)A is space valid if 8G9k � fsize(G0)jG �!�A G0g � k � space(G; A ) 2We use Proposition 5 to check the space validity of evaluators, it demandsa kind of linearity in the holes in each right pattern node: they must all occurin the same left pattern node to ensure no node grows. For nodes withoutholes there must be some maximum size. This check is su�cient for spacevalidity but not necessary. Evaluator � is space valid and satis�es the check,but had we stored the saved expressions at b and a inside stack nodes in13



rules (App1 ) and (App2 ) then the modi�ed � would still be space valid but(App2 ) fails the check.Proposition 5 (Space Validity Check)If for all rules (L �! R) = ((fxi 7! Pigni=1)V �! (fyi 7! Qigmi=1)W ) 2 A,1 � i � m) (9Pi � Holes(Qi) � Holes(Pj) ^ size(Qi) � size(Pj))or Holes(Qi) = hi then A is space valid.Proof. size(match �  P ) = size(P ) +�hsize( (h))jh 2 Holes(P )i by induc-tion on P . If k = maxfsize(Qi)gmi=1 and G(match� L) �!A G(match� R)then: maxfsize(match �  Qi)gmi=1 � maxfk;maxfsize(match �  Pi)gni=1g.By induction on the length of the evaluation, no node bigger than k or thelargest node in the initial graph is ever allocated. 24.2 Explicit DeallocationIn general, rules are not allowed to remove nodes from the graph as theymight then become ill-formed. A simple analysis labels a rule garbage gener-ating if there could be some garbage to collect after it is applied. Any nodesin R n reach(R;W [ dom L) where (LV �! RW ) are always garbage and thekit removes them from the rule. Any node in gc(RW ) is never garbage afterthe rewrite, so we can label rules garbage generating by De�nition 15.De�nition 15 (Garbage generating rule)(LV �! RW ) is garbage generating if gc(RW ) 6� RW . 2The (App3) and (Var) rules are the only garbage generating rules in � .We could further reduce the garbage collection load: variables known tobe used exactly once could be explicitly deallocated by a variant of (Var);functions that never use their argument could be labelled, allowing (App3) toremove argument node a sometimes. We also know that s in (App3) shouldbe garbage, so (App3) could be allowed to explicitly deallocate it, this is theidea we develop here.De�nition 16 (Stack category)S 2 G is a stack category if only one root variable and S-nodes may pointto S-nodes. No function symbol (F x1 � � �xb:A1 � � �Aa) 2 S can refer to morethan one S-node, so Ai = s ^ j 6= i) Aj 6= S ^ Aj 6= s. 2If S is a stack category then (after garbage collection) S-nodes must forma chain. They could still be a cycle or become a cycle after an evaluation step,but if we are sure this never happens then it is safe to let a rule explicitlydeallocate S-nodes when their reference count is decreased by Proposition 6.14



Proposition 6 (Stack node deallocation)If: S is a stack category; in initial graph GV , V [ rng G is linear in S-variables; and in the evaluator fLi �! Rig, each gc(Ri) is linear in S-variables and S-holes. Then any S-node not in gc(Ri) may be removed inthe evaluation of GV . 24.3 Checking evaluator space propertiesThe kit can check for space validity as described above and calculates inadvance the maximum node size k for the evaluation of a graph. We shouldmake the distinction made in [BR00]: in the special case where the grammaris non-recursive we can �nd k without knowing the graph or evaluator, thenwe call A program-independent space valid. If we have to apply Proposition5 it is program-dependant space valid. For example, � is program-dependantspace valid, the maximum node size when evaluating Example 5 is the initialnode size, 15.To help guarantee well-formedness, the kit extends rules according to therule extend(LV �! RW ) = (LV �! R(L nR)W ). This permits a shorthandnotation for semantics but it still leaves all the deallocation work to gc. Wecannot force a deallocation. The stack node deallocation analysis does resultin node s being removed from the right hand side of (App3 ) since S is a stackcategory.Example 10 (Shorthand description of �)We can take advantage of extend to simplify (App2),(App3) and (Var) in thede�nition of � .fa 7! �x:E; s 7! y : tga;s �! fs 7! a; tgy;s (App2 )fa 7! �x:E; f 7! �y:B; s 7! f ; tga;s �! ff 7! B[a=y]gf;t (App3 )fa 7! x; x 7! Ega;s �! fa 7! Ega;s (Var) 2We have not covered the IO facility of the kit in this paper. Essentially,function symbols of base categories (whose functions all have no parameters)may be read from an input string and written to the output. Thus ourmodels can include all the space under direct control of an implementation.The IO mechanism adds side e�ects to rules: sequences of put and get actionswhich are executed in order after the left pattern match succeeds. The getactions introduce new variables but they cannot overwrite existing ones. ThisIO system allows us to de�ne asymptotic space usage as a function of thenumber of inputs read [BR00], since it does not really make sense to considerinput as part of the initial graph. 15



5 Related WorkAnother style of small-step semantics designed for reasoning about spaceusage has been researched for Core Scheme, a much richer language thanour call-by-value system having data types, assignment, recursion and choice[MH97]. Clinger [Cli98] used that work for comparing the behaviour of dif-ferent Scheme abstract machines. It is perhaps less suitable for reasoning atthe program level, being a complex abstract machine with heap, stack andenvironment components.A pro�ling semantics for NESL [BG96] is another implementation-orientedabstract machine. Minamide's proof that its continuation-passing style trans-lation preserves space usage [Min99] uncovers a space leak in the originalde�nition resulting from not counting the stack space (obscured by the useof a big-step semantics) properly.We have highlighted some of the di�erences of our approach from tradi-tional term-graph rewriting as described by [AA95, EEKR99]. Essentiallythese stem from our need for greater control over copying and sharing thanin plain graph rewriting. Our framework is more similar to equational term-graph rewriting [AK96]. Term rewriting has also been investigated as a ba-sis for operational semantics [Ros96]. Annotations to indicate sharing areneeded, so it is not such an immediate model of space usage.Other work aimed at controlling the space usage of a language includes re-gion analysis [TT94], an implementation of ML that entirely removes garbagecollection without damaging space usage. The sized types system [Par98] ac-cepts a subset of Haskell which is guaranteed to run in bounded space.6 ConclusionsWe have de�ned a style of term-graph which describes the state of an evalua-tion system as a set of addressed terms. This formalises a graphical notationso it should be a helpful way to understand the evaluation of functionalprograms as well as being a precise notation for reasoning about space phe-nomena. We gave a framework for specifying operational semantics as graphevaluators, making sure they are deterministic and that they model spaceand time usage accurately. Though this is not yet a formal argument, weare trying to use a style of semantics that is as abstract as possible withoutlosing information pertinent to space usage, to give a resource-usage meaningto source-level programs. We also began to explore some other ideas relat-ing to controlling garbage collection, though we cannot yet specify di�erentgarbage collectors. 16



The kit is primarily a research tool, intended to support our work oninvestigating and comparing di�erent operational semantics. Current workincludes developing a space-semantics for Core Haskell. We are interested indeveloping proofs that show programs have similar space behaviour, or thatdi�erent semantics have asymptotically di�erent space behaviour for someprograms [BR00]. The kit is a possible starting point for machine checkingparts of such proofs. There is also scope for developing the kit in its ownright as a graph rewriting system for prototyping systems where operationalbehaviour is an important consideration. It would bene�t from a notationfor handling families of functions (or variadic functions), the type systemmight be improved and a stronger notion of initial, �nal and error statescould be developed. Support for a natural semantics style which does notlose the precise operational meaning of our small-step style would be a usefuladdition.References[AA95] Z M Ariola and Arvind. Properties of a �rst-order functionallanguage with sharing. Theoretical Computer Science, 146:69{108, 1995.[AK96] Z M Ariola and K W Klop. Equational term graph rewriting.Fundamenta informaticae, 26:207{240, 1996.[BG96] G E Blelloch and J Greiner. A provably time and space e�cientimplementation of NESL. In Proc. ACM SIGPLAN InternationalConference on Functional Programming, pages 213{225, 1996.[BR00] A Bakewell and C Runciman. A model for comparing the spaceusage of lazy evaluators. In Proc. 2nd ACM Conference on Prin-ciples and Practice of Declarative Programming Langauges, Mon-treal. ACM Press, September 2000.[Cli98] W D Clinger. Proper tail recursion and space e�ciency. In Proc.3rd ACM Internataional Conference on Functional Programming,Baltimore, Maryland, pages 174{185. ACM Press, September1998.[EEKR99] H Ehrig, G Engels, H-J Kreowski, and G Rozenburg, editors.Handbook of Graph Grammars and Computing by Graph Trans-formation, volume 2. World Scienti�c, 1999.17



[MH97] G Morrisett and R Harper. Semantics of memory management forpolymorphic languages. In A D Gordon and A M Pitts, editors,Higher Order Operational Techniques in Semantics, pages 175{226. Cambridge University Press, 1997.[Min99] Y Minamide. Space-pro�ling semantics of the call-by-valuelambda calculus and the CPS transformation. In The 3rd In-ternational Workshop on Higher Order Operational Techniquesin Semantics, volume 26 of Electronic Notes in Theoretical Com-puter Science. Elsevier, 1999.[Par98] L Pareto. Sized types. Master's thesis, Dept. of Computing Sci-ence, Chalmers University of Technology, February 1998.[Ros96] K H Rose. Operational Reduction Models for Functional Program-ming Languages. PhD thesis, DIKU, University of Copenhagen,Febuary 1996.[Ses97] P Sestoft. Deriving a lazy abstract machine. Journal of FunctionalProgramming, 7(3):231{264, May 1997.[TT94] M Tofte and J-P Talpin. Implementation of the typed call-by-value lambda-calculus using a stack of regions. Proc. 21st ACMSIGPLAN-SIGACT Symposium on Principles of ProgrammingLanguages, pages 188{201, January 1994.Appendix: Kit ExampleThe listing below is the kit input de�ning a simple functional programminglanguage which includes the constructs of the �-calculus with function argu-ments restricted to variables and extended with boolean constructors and Ifexpressions. Category S terms are used to hold the context while the valueof an applied expression, the selector of an If or a variable is being found.The evaluator speci�es call-by-need evaluation for this language: argumentsare not evaluated before the Reduce rule enters a function body, instead theyare evaluated when they are �rst needed by Lookup.
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-- Lambda calculus plus Boolean data type and IfROOT ::= x sX ::= LAM x . X "\lambda #1.#2" "\#1.#2"| APP X x "#1 \: #2" "#1 #2"| VAR x "#1" "#1"| BOT "\bot" "_|_"| CTR BOOL "#1" "#1"| IF X X X "{\it if}\:#1\:#2\:#3" "#1 ? #2 : #3"BOOL ::= TRUE "{\it True}" "True"| FALSE "{\it False}" "False"S ::= PSH x s "#1 ; #2" "#1:#2"| UDM x s "\# #1 \: #2" "# #1 #2"| PSHIF X X s "\{#1:#2\} ; #3" "{#1;#2}:#3"-- Call-by-need operational semantics{a = APP F X}a,s -> {a = F, t = PSH X s}a,t "Push"{a = LAM x.E, s = PSH y t}a,s -> {a = E[y/x]}a,t"Reduce"{a = VAR x}a,s -> {a = BOT, t = UDM a s}x,t "Lookup"{a = LAM x.E, y = BOT, s = UDM y t}a,s-> {y = LAM x.E}y,t "Update"{a = IF e x y}a,s -> {a = e, t = PSHIF x y s}a,t"PushIf"{a = CTR TRUE, s = PSHIF x y t}a,s -> {a = x}a,t "IfT"{a = CTR FALSE, s = PSHIF x y t}a,s -> {a = y}a,t "IfF"{a = CTR c, y = BOT, s = UDM y t}a,s-> {y = CTR c}y,t "UpdateCtr"-- Graph to calculate TRUE && TRUEand = LAM x . (LAM y . (IF (VAR x) (VAR y) (CTR FALSE)))true = CTR TRUEmain = APP (APP (VAR and) true) trueroot = main,nullThe kit output, formatting for Latex display, is shown below. The gram-mar is accepted, S is recognised as a stack category so node s is not includedin the extended right-hand sides of many rules. The graph is well-formedand it is evaluated resulting in the �nal graph which correctly maps addressmain to True. 19



ROOT ::= hx; siX ::= LAM x:X �x:Xj APP X x X xj VAR x xj BOT ?j CTR BOOL BOOLj IF X X 0 X 00 if X X 0 X 00
BOOL ::= TRUE Truej FALSE FalseS ::= PSH x s x; sj UDM x s #x sj PSHIF X X 0 s fX : X 0g; sfa 7! F Xga;s �! fa 7! F; t 7! X; sga;t (Push)fa 7! �x:E; s 7! y; tga;s �! fa 7! E[y=x]ga;t (Reduce)fa 7! xga;s �! fa 7! ?; t 7! #a sgx;t (Lookup)fa 7! �x:E; y 7! ?; s 7! #y tga;s �! fy 7! �x:E; a 7! �x:Egy;t (Update)fa 7! if e x yga;s �! fa 7! e; t 7! fx : yg; sga;t (PushIf )fa 7! True; s 7! fx : yg; tga;s �! fa 7! xga;t (IfT )fa 7! False; s 7! fx : yg; tga;s �! fa 7! yga;t (IfF )fa 7! c; y 7! ?; s 7! #y tga;s �! fy 7! c; a 7! cgy;t (UpdateCtr)fand 7! �x:�y:if x y False; true 7! True;main 7! and true truegmain;��! fmain 7! and true; a 7! true; �;and 7! �x:�y:if x y False; true 7! Truegmain;a (Push)�! fmain 7! and ; b 7! true; a; a 7! true; �;and 7! �x:�y:if x y False; true 7! Truegmain;b (Push)�! fmain 7! ?; c 7! #main b; b 7! true; a; a 7! true; �;and 7! �x:�y:if x y False; true 7! Truegand ;c (Lookup)�! fmain 7! �x:�y:if x y False; b 7! true; a;a 7! true; �; true 7! Truegmain;b (Update)�! fmain 7! �y:if true y False; a 7! true; �; true 7! Truegmain;a (Reduce)�! fmain 7! if true true False; true 7! Truegmain;� (Reduce)�! fmain 7! true; d 7! ftrue : Falseg; �; true 7! Truegmain;d (PushIf )�! fmain 7! ?; e 7! #main d;d 7! ftrue : Falseg; �; true 7! Truegtrue;e (Lookup)�! fmain 7! True; true 7! True; d 7! ftrue : Falseg; �gmain;d (UpdateCtr)�! fmain 7! true; true 7! Truegmain;� (IfTrue)�! fmain 7! ?; f 7! #main �; true 7! Truegtrue;f (Lookup)�! fmain 7! Truegmain;� (UpdateCtr)space = 6; time = 12 20


